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Preface 

 
The Ion Implantation Laboratory (IIL) is an ion beam center at the Institute 

of Physics (IF) at the Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul (UFRGS), Brazil. 
The IF-UFRGS is located in the city of Porto Alegre (state of Rio Grande do 
Sul) and it is ranked as the most important research center of Physics in 
southern Brazil. 

The IIL has three accelerators that provide a wide variety of positive ions 
in a broad energy range and are used by tens of researchers from Brazil and 
other countries from Latin America for ion-beam analysis, ion implantation and 
ion irradiation. Several beam lines with different analytical techniques are 
available to scientists from different fields. The techniques are: 

PIXE (Particle-Induced X-ray Emission): provides elemental concentrations of 
the order of part per million; 

RBS (Rutherford Backscattering Spectrometry): used for characterization of 
different structures, including multi-layered targets; 

NRA (Nuclear Reaction Analysis) and NRP (Nuclear Reaction Profiling): ideal 
to detect and profile specific isotopes respectively;  

Microprobe: allows the use of techniques like PIXE, RBS and STIM (Scanning 
Transmission Ion Microscopy) with micrometer beam size; 

MEIS (Medium Energy Ion Scattering): it is a high-resolution RBS technique 
with isotope-separation capability; 

ERDA (Elastic Recoil Detection Analysis): for quantitative analysis of light 
elements in solids, usually H and He;  

Ion Implantation: used for modification of materials under controlled 
parameters. 
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The infrastructure of the laboratory includes a large variety of ovens, a 
cleaning room, a scanning electron microscope (SEM) and photoluminescence 
laboratory, A fully dedicated workshop allows the maintenance of the 
laboratory in a regular basis. A general view of the laboratory is shown below, 
featuring the beam lines of the Tandetron accelerator. 

This book is the seventh issue of our activities and covers two years (2019-
2020) of scientific production of all staff members, postdocs, and students of 
the IIL. Particularly in the year 2020, we had a pandemic due to the coronavirus 
(COVID-19), and our laboratory was closed for ten months. Despite this, our 
scientific production was not strongly affected, but significant consequences 
will appear in 2021. We are all committed to going further. 

 

Pedro L. Grande 

Head of Ion Implantation Laboratory 
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Facilities 
 

The Ion Implantation Laboratory has three accelerators that provide a wide 
variety of positive ions in a broad energy range, they are: 

• 3 MV Tandetron accelerator; 

• 500 kV and 250 kV accelerators.  

 

Besides the accelerators, the laboratory has the following additional facilities: 

• Photoluminescence laboratory; 

• Clean-room; 

• Furnaces, ovens and reactor chambers;  

• Workshop.  
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The influence of the winemaking process in the elemental 
composition of the Marselan red wine 

 

Carla Eliete Iochims dos Santos 
 

In this work, the elemental profile of the Marselan winemaking process 

starting from the field practices to the final beverage was studied with a single 

ion beam technique, namely the PIXE (Particle Induced X-ray Emission) 

technique. To that end, samples were collected from all major steps involved 

in the wine cycle including samples from soil, vine plant, grape, and from 

different stages of wine processing. 

The Figure shows the overall behavior of P, K, Ca, and Cu presented in 

chronological order of sample collection according to the schedule described 

in the caption. It is worth mentioning that the behavior of the P concentration 

has a high degree of correlation with that observed for K. On the other hand, 

despite Ca and Cu present distinct behaviors, it is possible to identify some 

similarities and pronounced peaks for L1, S2 and R samples. Both elements 

had higher concentrations in W1 samples with respect to wine samples from 

the other steps. However, while Ca seems to keep a constant concentration 

during the wine stabilization stage, Cu showed a decreasing concentration over 

time. This finding may be associated with its precipitation and consequent 

elimination through wine pressing and transfer. The present work provides the 

elemental profile throughout the winemaking cycle of Marselan grape from the 

soil up to the final beverage. In this way, the elemental concentrations of all 

major steps of vine crop, grape growing and winemaking process were studied. 
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The influence of field practices and protocols used during all stages of 

production could be clearly identified. Since the elemental composition 

depends on different factors such as grape variety, farming methods and 

winemaking process, the results reported here consist in an important 

database for Marselan grape. Moreover, this database is the framework for 

further studies in order to evaluate possible correlations between elemental 

and organic compounds in different stages of production. 

 

Elemental concentrations of Cu, Ca, K, and P covering all steps of the winemaking process. 
S1: soil collected during latency; L1: leaves collected during latency; BO and BI: outer and 
inner layers of branches collected during latency; L2: leaves collected during vine budding; 
G1, G2 and G3: grapes collected during budding, incomplete maturation and complete 
maturation stages respectively; S2: soil collected 5 days before harvesting; G4: grapes 
collected right after harvesting; W1: young wine; P: pomace resulting from pressing process 
after fermentation; W2 and W3: wines after transfer; R: residues collected from the tanks 
after the transfer process; W4 and W5: wines from the evolution stage. 

 

Paper reference: 

The influence of the winemaking process on the elemental composition of the 
Marselan red wine, C.E.I. dos Santos, R. Debastiani, V.S. Souza, D.E. Pereti, P.F.C. 
Jobim, M.L. Yoneama, L. Amaral, J.F. Dias, Journal of Science Food and Agriculture, 99 
(2019) 1- 10. 
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Ti, Zr, and Ta coated UHMWPE aiming surface improvement for 
biomedical purposes 

 

Cesar Aguzzoli 
 

Ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) is widely used in 

bearing components. However, in this type of application, wear issues leading 

to formation of debris in regions near the implant may arise, causing 

inflammation of the tissue. Due to this, this paper seeks to improve surface 

properties by the deposition of Ti, Zr and Ta thin films on the surface of 

UHMWPE by magnetron sputtering. It was possible to define which of the 

deposited films presented better results. Metallic coatings with thicknesses 

ranging from 288 to 440 nm showed a significant improvement in wettability, 

hardness, toughness and roughness. In addition, they showed excellent 

adhesion strength front to pull-off and nanoscratch tests, and no contaminants 

in the compositional analyzes performed by Rutherford backscattering 

spectrometry (RBS). From an electrochemical viewpoint, the order of choice 

for metal coating over UHMWPE would be Ta, Ti, and Zr, respectively. Overall, 

these coatings offer an improved surface for biomedical applications, 

especially when mechanical stresses are required. 
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RBS spectra for Ta thin film on UHMWPE substrate. 

 
Paper reference: 
Ti, Zr, and Ta coated UHMWPE aiming surface improvement for biomedical purposes, 
M.M. Rodrigues, C.P. Fontoura, A.E.D. Maddalozzo, L.M. Leidens, H.G. Quevedo, K.S. 
Souza, J.S. Crespo, A.F. Michels, C.A. Figueroa, C. Aguzzoli, Composites Part B, 189 
(2012) 1 - 12. 
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Cl and F incorporation in molybdenum disulfide 

 

Cláudio Radtke 
 

Graphene has highlighted the crucial role that dimensionality plays in 

the fundamental properties of materials. Graphene's evolution and the 

methodology developed in preparing ultrathin layers has led to the exploration 

of other 2D materials. In particular, single layers of transition metal 

dichalcogenides (TMDs) with lamellar structures similar to that of graphite have 

received significant attention because some of them are semiconductors with 

sizable bandgaps and are naturally abundant. This offers opportunities for 

fundamental and technological research in a variety of fields including 

catalysis, energy storage, sensing, and electronic devices. In order to TMDs 

fulfill their potential, a precise control i) of surface functionalization and ii) of the 

number of stacked TMD monolayers are mandatory. Surface functionalization 

was shown to play a key role in tuning photoluminescence properties of MoS2, 

formation of controllable and low defect density dielectric/MoS2 interfaces 

obtained by atomic layer deposition, and etching of MoS2 layers. Halogenation 

is one of the most promising functionalization techniques of TMDs. MoS2 

etching with atomic layer control was already achieved by chlorine adsorption 

associated with Ar+ sputtering. Moreover, doping techniques to tune the 

conductivity and photoemission properties of MoS2 are essential. Previous 

works have already shown that incorporation of F-containing species in MoS2 

leads to doping, as well as other interesting properties such as tunable 
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ferromagnetic ordering.  In this work, the incorporation of Cl and F on MoS2 

was investigated.  

 The XeF2 reaction with MoS2 causes S removal and F incorporation in a 

single processing step, with the degree of fluorination being controlled by the 

exposure time. Cl insertion into MoS2 was achieved by sputtering MoS2 with Ar 

and subsequent photochemical chlorination (See Figure). Sputtering creates S 

vacancies which act as incorporation sites for Cl. The concentration of these 

vacancies determines a balance between etching and Cl incorporation. These 

results provide a new perspective in the use of halogenation as a tool for 

modification of MoS2. 

 

a) S and (b) Mo RBS signals for the samples before and after 30 and 60 s fluorination. (c) S 
and (d) Mo RBS signals for the pristine sample and those following chlorination for 10 s after 
being sputtered for 1, 5, and 10 min. A sketch of the main conclusions of the work is 
presented in the right side of the figure. 

 

Paper reference: 

Tuning MoS2 reactivity toward halogenation, G. Copetti, E.H. Nunes, T.O. Feijó, E.R.F. 
Gerling, E. Pitthan, G.V. Soares, M. Segala, and C. Radtke, Journal of Materials Chemistry 
C, 7 (2019) 14672 - 14677. 
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Thermally driven hydrogen interaction with single-layer 
graphene on SiO2/Si substrates quantified by isotopic labeling 

 

Gabriel Vieira Soares 
 

In the present work, we investigated the interaction of hydrogen with 

single-layer graphene (SLG). Fully hydrogenated monolayer graphene was 

predicted to be a semiconductor with a band gap of 3.5 eV in contrast to the 

metallic behavior of its pristine counterpart. Integration of these materials is a 

promising approach to develop new electronic devices. Amidst numerous 

theoretical works evidencing the efficient formation of fully hydrogenated 

graphene, few experimental studies have tackled this issue. A possible 

explanation for that is the difficulty to directly quantify hydrogen by usual 

characterization techniques. Using gas isotopically enriched in deuterium in 

conjunction with nuclear reaction analysis, we were able to quantify deuterium 

deliberately incorporated in graphene as a result of thermal annealing. The 

highest D areal density obtained following annealing at 800°C was 3.5x1014 

D/cm2. This amount corresponds to approximately 10% of the carbon atoms in 

graphene. Spectroscopic results evidence that deuterium is predominantly 

incorporated in grain boundaries accompanied by rippling and etching of 

graphene, the later effect being more pronounced at the higher temperatures. 

Desorption experiments show that hydrogen(deuterium) incorporation is not 

completely reversible due to the damage induced in the graphene layer through 

the hydrogen adsorption/desorption cycle. 
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D areal densities as a function of D2 annealing temperature for 285 nm thick SiO2 films 
grown on Si (black squares) and single-layer graphene transferred to 285 nm thick SiO2 
films grown on Si (red circles). The difference between D areal densities in samples with 
and without graphene is represented by blue triangles. Lines are only to guide the eyes. 

 

Paper reference: 

Thermally driven hydrogen interaction with single-layer graphene on SiO2/Si 
substrates quantified by isotopic labeling, T.O. Orestes, G.K. Rolim, S.A. Corrêa, C. 
Radtke, G.V.Soares, Journal of Applied Physics, 128 (2020) 225702_1 - 225702_7. 
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Low temperature magnetoresistance properties of heavily 

n-doped Ge 
 

Henri Boudinov 

 

We report here an experimental and theoretical study on the 

magnetoresistance properties of heavily phosphorous doped germanium on 

the metallic side of the metal–nonmetal transition. An anomalous regime, 

formed by negative values of the magnetoresistance, was observed by 

performing low-temperature measurements and explained within the 

generalized Drude model, due to the many-body effects. It reveals a key 

mechanism behind the magnetoresistance properties at low temperatures and, 

therefore, constitutes a path to its manipulation in such materials of great 

interest in fundamental physics and technological applications. 

P-type, Ga doped (100)-oriented Ge samples with resistivity in the range 

of 1-10 Ωcm were implanted with phosphorus at room temperature. In each 

sample, implantations with energies of 240, 140, 80, 40, and 20 keV were 

accumulated with appropriate doses to obtain a plateau like profile of P, from 

the surface to the depth of about 0.4 μm, according to TRIM code simulations. 

All the implantations were carried out at nominal room temperature with the 

sample surface normal tilted at 70° with respect to the direction of incidence of 

the beam in order to minimize channeling effects. The implantation steps were 

performed sequentially from the highest to the lowest energy. In the Figure 

(left), we show the simulation for the implanted phosphorus profile with a P 

concentration of 1×18 cm-3. The damage annealing and the electrical activation 

of P were performed at 600°C for 1 min in argon atmosphere in a Rapid 
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Thermal Annealing furnace to avoid high thermal budget. Van der Pauw 

structures were fabricated by applied indium contacts at the corners of the 

samples and annealing at 80°C on a hot plate for 1 min was performed to 

improve the contacts. Hall and longitudinal resistance measurements were 

performed in an Oxford cryostat. To prevent heating effect and provide a clear 

signal for our measurements, a current of 10 μA was used and a lock-in 

technique was employed with frequencies of 0.5–13 Hz in the temperature 

range of 1.5–4.2 K. 

We compare obtained theoretical and experimental results in the Figure 

(right). The spin-susceptibility enhancement-factor and effective mass were 

adjusted to optimize the fit between theoretical and experimental curves, but 

this adjustment does not affect the main picture, with negative values for the 

magneto resistivity as well as its signal inversion. 

 
(left) Simulated multiple implantation phosphorous profile for a nominal sample atomic 
concentration of 1×18 cm-3. (right) The magnetoresistance at the temperatures 4.2 K and 
1.5 K as a function of magnetic induction, B, for a Ge:P sample with a doping concentration 
of 6.25×17 cm-3. The black solid curve is the theoretical result for 0 K. 

 

Paper reference: 
Heavily n-doped Ge: Low-temperature magnetoresistance properties on the metallic 
side of the metal-nonmetal transition, A.F. da Silva, M.A.T. Sandoval, A. Levine, E. 
Levinson, H. Boudinov, and B.E. Sernelius, J. Appl. Phys., 17 (2020) 045705_1 - 045705_6. 
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Unraveling structural and compositional information in 3D 
FinFET electronic devices 

 

Henrique Trombini 
 

Non-planar Fin Field Effect Transistors (FinFET) are already present in 

modern devices. Different ion-implantation processes are employed to these 

3D nanostructures and the determination of the corresponding dopant 

distribution is still an issue in the microelectronics industry. Here we propose a 

methodology for obtaining structural and compositional information with 

nanometer spatial resolution and high statistics for advanced 3D FinFET 

electronic devices. It is based on an ion scattering technique called Medium 

Energy Ion Scattering (MEIS). To demonstrate the approach, we used an array 

of Silicon-On-Insulator fins doped with arsenic ions by Plasma Immersion Ion 

Implantation (PIII). Using a two-fold angular MEIS detection, we separate the 

signal from backscattered ions that follows an unperturbed flight back to the 

detector (φ = 0°) and ions that cross the fins (φ = 90°). The energy loss of 

backscattered ions provides the information on the chemistry of the different 

3D components of the structure. We also show that the periodicity of the fin 

array generates oscillatory features as a function of the ion energy and the 

detection angle, allowing the determination of height, width and average inter-

distance between fins (fin-pitch). This means that MEIS technique provides a 

full compositional and dimensional reconstruction of this 3D components. 

These characteristics can be seen in the Figure below. The measurement is 

made with more than 14,000 fins processing a reliable statistic as well as the 
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quantification of the total amount of arsenic around all fin structure. We 

performed Scanning Electron Microscopy and Scanning Transmission Electron 

Microscopy with Energy Dispersive X-ray to validate the MEIS results. In that 

way, we demonstrate the capability of the MEIS technique to characterize 

FinFET transistors opening new perspectives for the use of ion scattering in 

microelectronic technology. 

 

Experimental and simulated map of the proton yield as a function of the backscattered 
energy and angle (the so-called 2D MEIS spectrum) for 200 keV H+ ions at two geometries: 
along (φ = 0°) and crossing (φ = 90°) the fins. The color maps represent the backscattered 
proton yield. 

 

Paper reference: 
Unraveling structural and compositional information in 3D FinFET electronic devices, 
H. Trombini, G.G. Marmitt, I. Alencar, D.L. Baptista, S. Reboh, F. Mazen, R.B. Pinheiro, D.F. 
Sanchez, C.A. Senna, B.S. Archanjo, C.A. Achete, and P.L. Grande, Scientific Reports, 9(1) 
(2019) 1 - 7.  
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Ion-irradiated ionic crystals at high pressures 

 

Igor Alencar 
 

Understanding the degradation caused by interactions between ionizing 

radiation and solid matter is crucial to develop safe, reliable applications, 

including cancer therapy, structural materials for nuclear and fusion reactors, 

windows for high-power lasers, and immobilization of nuclear waste. In this 

sense, the formation of point defects and their aggregates in wide band-gap 

materials has attracted the attention of scientists for a long time. The ability of 

ionizing radiation to generate such defects in conjunction with their simple 

crystalline structures make alkali and alkaline earth halides promising 

candidates to understand the effects of high-energy ion irradiation. Swift heavy 

ions transfer energy to the electrons of the target crystals, leading to excitation 

and ionization processes. However, the mechanisms underlying the 

aggregation of defects are still debated controversially. During electron 

irradiation, partial radiolysis of CaF2 leads to the formation of metallic calcium 

colloids and fluorine gas inclusions. Radiolysis suppresses the defect formation 

and might play a key role in the resilience of ionic crystals to intense ionizing 

radiation. We have been working with the irradiation of ionic crystals by swift 

heavy ions for a while. Surface-enhanced Raman scattering emerges due to 

the formation of metallic colloids and recombination mechanisms due to 

thermal annealing are grouped by the anion species with an initial process 

responsible for the vanishing of colloids. Here, we present a simple non 

chemical method for controlling the size of metallic colloids in a reversible 
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manner by the application of hydrostatic high-pressure. A pressure-driven 

increase in the binding energy between fluorine centers is responsible for the 

observed nanoparticle shrinkage. 

 

 

Optical absorption spectra of CaF2 at different pressures (left). Pressure dependence of the 
Ca colloid radius in CaF2. Results are obtained by approximating the calculated extinction 
spectra with Mie theory to the experimental absorbance spectra. The fit (continuous line) 
yields a size reduction of dR/dp = −1.2 nm/GPa. 

 

Paper reference: 
Reversible tuning of Ca nanoparticles embedded in a superionic CaF2 matrix, J. Ruiz-
Fuertes, J. Ibáñez, V. Monteseguro, I. Alencar, and C. Cazorla, The Journal of Physical 
Chemistry C, 123 (2019) 19945-19951. 
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Scattering of medium-energy hydrogen and dihydrogen 
cations by nanometric solid layers 

 

Igor Alencar 
 

Medium-Energy Ion Scattering (MEIS) has evolved to a versatile, near-

surface characterization technique, suitable for depth profiling of 

nanostructured materials. However, interpretation of spectra recorded for 

elemental primary ions (e.g. protons) scattered by targets composed of thin 

solid layers (conventional MEIS) relies jointly on the accuracy of energy loss 

for the ion-target combination and on the precise knowledge of the target 

density at such small dimensions. Both of these may be unknown. The 

concomitant use of molecular ions (e.g. dihydrogen cations) at the same 

specific energy and charge state allows one to circumvent these issues. In this 

case, scattering spectra of single and molecular ion beams differed only by the 

energy broadening due to the break-up of the molecule, allowing depth profiling 

by calculation of the dwell time before the backscattering collision. We studied 

the arsenic profiles in plasma doped silicon wafers. Two wafers were doped 

with the same bias, gas pressure, total implanted dose and AsH3 concentration. 

After implantation, the wafers were submitted to industrial cleaning processes, 

resulting in the formation of a surface SiO2 layer, and one wafer was subjected 

to an additional thermal treatment. For the SiO2 layers of these samples an 

average density reduction of 13% was observed, if compared to thermally 

grown SiO2. In addition, the arsenic depth-profile determined were in close 

agreement with independent findings obtained by electron techniques. 
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For the simulations of molecular ion beam scattering, additional physical 

ingredients (i.e. vicinage and Coulomb broadening effects) have to be taken 

into account and solved numerically for each combination of primary ion and 

target material. Such a procedure might be cumbersome and, in some cases, 

the parameters may not be documented at all. We are currently investigating a 

simple fitting procedure to evaluate the thicknesses of thin layers. The case 

studies include plasma doped wafers and thin platinum films. 

 

Depth profiles obtained by MEIS (lines) quoted as atomic concentration and TEM/EDS 
(circles) quoted as atomic fraction. At the background of each plot, TEM images of the 
samples are placed in scale. 

 

Paper reference: 
Profiling As plasma doped Si/SiO2 with molecular ions, H. Trombini, I. Alencar, G.G. 
Marmitt, R. Fadanelli, P.L. Grande, M. Vos, and J.G. England, Thin Solid Films, 692 (2019) 
137536. 
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Molybdenum/tungsten oxide films 

 

Irene Teresinha Santos Garcia 
 

Doping of WO3 monoclinic with Mo, can promote band gap decreasing 

though the reduction of the minimum of the conduction band, without change 

the maximum energy of the valence band. We investigated the structural 

changes promoted by Mo ions in tungsten oxide films. The tungsten oxide films 

were obtained by sputtering a tungsten target on silicon substrates, and 

posterior conversion into oxide.  Samples were subsequently doped, by dip 

coating, in molybdenum(V) chloride dissolved in dry methanol. The doped films 

were heated at 100°C to evaporate the solvent and oxidize the metals. The 

subsequent thermal annealing was carried out, from 25°C to 550°C, 6°C/min 

heating rate, and kept at the maximum temperature for 2 h, to develop crystal 

structure. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and Rutherford 

backscattering (RBS), the Figure allows to obtain the Mo/W ratio on surface 

and through the film profile, respectively (see Table).  

Table  –  Mo/W ratio obtained by RBS and XPS. 

[MoCl5] 

(mmol·L-1) 

Mo/W by RBS 

inside films 

Mo/W by XPS 

surface of the films 

1.18 0.052 0.05 

11.8 0.57 0.11 

118 1.92 0.26 
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The surface analysis show that films are composed by W(V) and W(VI). 

X-ray diffraction permits to observe sub stoichiometric structure WO2.72 in 

non- doped material. Film dopped with 1.18 mmol·L-1 Mo, present monoclinic 

WO3 (PDF: 96-8916) and MoO3 (PDF: 96-8965) phases, while films doped with 

11.8 mmol·L-1 Mo, cubic MoO2.25 phase (PDF: 96-9254). Mo is found in the 

three oxidation states: VI, V, and IV. Doping up to 10 mmol L-1 MoCl5 promotes 

the insertion of Mo in tungsten oxide structure without any significant 

morphological change or phase separation.  

 

RBS profiles were obtained with 3 MeV He+, normal incidence to the films. The 
backscattered particles were detected at 15° and 165° normal to the films. a) Mo profile e b) 
W profile. 

 

Paper reference: 
Controlling the structural and optical properties of tungsten oxide films synthesized 
under environmentally friendly conditions, N.B.D. da Costa, J.C.O. Pazinato, G. 
Sombrio, M.B. Pereira, H. Boudinov, A. Gündel, E.C. Moreira, and I.T.S. Garcia, Materials 
Science in Semiconductor Processing, 122 (2021) 105476_1 - 105476_11. 
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Stopping and straggling of 60–250-keV backscattered protons 
on nanometric Pt films 

 

Jonder Morais 
 

The stopping power and straggling of backscattered protons on 

nanometric Pt films were measured at low to medium energies (60–250 keV) 

by using the medium-energy ion scattering technique. The stopping power 

results are in good agreement with the most recent measurements by 

Primetzhofer Phys. Rev. B 86, 094102 (2012) and are well described by the 

free electron gas model at low projectile energies. Nevertheless, the straggling 

results are strongly underestimated by well-established formulas up to a factor 

of two. Alternatively, we propose a model for the energy-loss straggling that 

takes into account the inhomogeneous electron-gas response, based on the 

electron-loss function of the material, along with bunching effects. This 

approach yields remarkable agreement with the experimental data, indicating 

that the observed enhancement in energy-loss straggling is due to bunching 

effects in an inhomogeneous electron system. Nonlinear effects are of minor 

importance for the energy-loss straggling.  

In this work, we investigate the stopping power and energy loss 

straggling of medium-energy H+ ions in a planar system of Pt nanofilms 

deposited on silicon dioxide (SiO2) over a silicon (Si) substrate. The Pt layer 

was independently characterized by transmission electron microscopy (TEM), 

x-ray reflectivity (XRR), Coulomb explosion depth profiling and atomic force 

microscopy (AFM). In addition, the areal density of the Pt atoms was evaluated 
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by Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS). The parameters obtained 

from these measurements were fixed in the simulations of the MEIS spectra to 

extract the stopping power and energy-loss straggling of the Pt layer as a 

function of the projectile energy. These data are compared with predictions of 

different models of stopping and straggling. In addition, the bunching effect due 

to spatial correlation in electron-density inhomogeneities was taken into 

account. 

 

(a) Energy-loss straggling of protons on Pt as a function of energy (60 to 250 keV) divided 
by the Bohr value 2. The symbols correspond to the present energy-loss straggling results 
obtained from full MC simulations for sample A (blue dots) and sample B (red circles). Green 
and blue solid lines correspond to TCS-Penn and TCS-Penn with bunching effect models, 
respectively. The dash-dot-dot curve corresponds to TCSPenn with Z1 = 0.1. The dashes 
curves correspond to energy-loss straggling obtained for Chu (red), Lindhard (black), and 
Yang-O’Connor (gray) models.  

(b)Stopping cross section for H+ on Pt. Previous experimental data are described by letters. 
The symbols correspond to the present stopping results obtained from full Monte Carlo (MC) 
simulations. Blue and yellow dash-dotted curves correspond to ICRU49 and TCS 
calculations using the DFT potential. Solid black and green lines correspond to the present 
TCS-Penn model and SRIM calculations, respectively. 

 

Paper reference: 
Stopping and straggling of 60–250-keV backscattered protons on nanometric Pt films, 
F.F. Selau, H. Trombini, G.G. Marmitt, A.M.H. de Andrade, J. Morais, P.L. Grande, I. 
Alencar, M. Vos, and R. Heller, Physical Review A, 102 (2020) 032812_1-032812_8. 
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Depth profiling of ion-implanted samples by high-energy 
electron scattering 

 

Maarten Vos 

 

For heavy ions implanted in low-Z targets it is possible to determine the 

depth and concentration of introduced heavy impurities by studying the energy 

spectra of electrons scattered from the surface. To demonstrate this, two 

samples were use, one with 30 keV Au ions implanted in SiO2 up to a fluence 

of 7 × 1015 ions cm-2 and another with 300 keV Au ions implanted in SiO2 up to 

a fluence of 1 × 1016 ions cm-2. The fluence was checked with RBS and 

agreement with the nominal value was better than 4%. For high-energy 

incoming electrons the elastic peak splits up in different components as the 

recoil losses depends on the mass of the scattering atom (left panel of the 

Figure). Large changes in the reflection electron energy loss spectra (REELS) 

are observed after Au implantation (right panel of the Figure). The nature of the 

change indicates that they are not due to modification of the dielectric function 

of the implanted layer, but should be interpreted as changes in the partial 

intensities that make up the spectrum. These effects are reproduced by a 

simple model that uses sample composition, atomic elastic scattering cross 

sections and target dielectric function as input. 

As the Au implantation fluence is known the measurement can be used 

to determine the ratio of the Au, Si and O elastic scattering cross sections, 

which deviates strongly from that calculated from the Rutherford formula as 

can be seen in the Figure. 
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The measured spectra (dots) for 300 keV Au implanted SiO2 compared to the calculated 
spectra based on the mean range and straggling of TRIM (dashed line) and TriDyn (full line). 
Only the TriDyn values describe the experiment well. The dotted line is based on a 
calculation using Rutherford cross section (and TriDyn depth), rather than the ELSEPA one. 

 

Paper reference: 
Depth profiling of ion-implanted samples by high-energy electron scattering, H. 
Trombini, M. Vos, R.G. Elliman, and P.L. Grande, Journal of Physics D: Applied Physics, 53 
(2020) 135304-135310. 
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The effect of flux on ion irradiation-enhanced precipitation in 
AISI-316L: an in-situ TEM study 

 

Paulo Fernando Papaléo Fichtner 
 

Thin foils of AISI 316L stainless steel were irradiated in-situ in a 

transmission electron microscope (TEM) with 325 keV Xe ions at 550°C at 

three different fluxes to study flux effects. The kinetics of the radiation-

enhanced precipitation (REP) and the evolution of the precipitates (metallic 

carbides) were found to be correlated with the irradiation flux (see figure). At 

lower fluxes (1 and 2×1012 ions cm-2 s-1), cascade mixing played an important 

role in the accumulation of point defects within the austenite matrix, facilitating 

the formation of clusters which act as sinks for heterogeneous nucleation of 

precipitates with high areal density. At the highest flux (4×1012 ions cm-2 s-1) 

the cascade mixing favors the recombination of vacancies and interstitials 

which suppresses the growth of existing precipitates beyond a certain total 

damage level. An increase in the cascade mixing may lead to faster clustering 

of displaced lattice defects, thus resulting in an increase of precipitates sizes 

and their areal density, as observed in the experiments with fluxes of 1×1012 

and 2×1012 ions·cm-2·s-1. At the same time, the cascade mixing can also 

contribute to the dissolution of clusters and precipitates which could explain 

such a trend in size reduction at higher doses. Therefore, the major conclusion 

of this present investigation is that the phenomenon of REP in austenitic 

stainless steels is not necessarily linear with the irradiation flux for a fixed 

irradiation temperature. In this way, the slight non-linear deviation in precipitate 
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sizes as a function of dose that was observed at higher fluxes may be an 

indication that earlier REP models need to be modified to include such 

considerations of cascade mixing when the irradiation conditions are closer to 

the recombination limit. This work also indicates an interesting limitation on the 

use of ion irradiation to emulate the behavior of nuclear reactors because, due 

to the lower interaction of neutrons, it is not possible to achieve such effects of 

cascade mixing, especially at a level high enough to suppress the precipitation 

growth. This implies that we need to be careful when using one of the most 

advantageous effects of ions to emulate neutrons: the defect formation rate. 

Whilst it is possible to achieve with ions the amount of damage in a matter of 

hours that would take years in a nuclear reactor environment, increasing the 

ion irradiation flux to accelerate the damage may lead to undesirable effects 

and mislead interpretations. 

 

Average diameter of precipitates for the three different fluxes as a function of the dpa value 
and their corresponding coefficient of determination R2 values. 

 

Paper reference: 
The effect of flux on ion irradiation-enhanced precipitation in AISI-316L: an in-situ 
TEM study, I.M. Oyarzabal, M.A. Tunes, O. Camara, E. Aradi, A.H. Mir, G. Greaves, J.A. 
Hinks, P.F.P. Fichtner, and S.E. Donnelly, Journal of Nuclear Materials, 541 (2020) 152414. 
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Electron irradiation effects on Ag nanoparticles 

 

Paulo Fernando Papaléo Fichtner 
 

In-situ electron irradiation effects on shape and size of plate-like Ag 

nanoparticles (NPs) embedded in silicon nitride self-standing ≈ 70 nm thick 

membranes are investigated as a function of the beam energy (120, 160, and 

200 keV) and fluence using a conventional transmission electron microscope. 

The irradiations are performed at room temperature and cause a rapid 

spherodization of the initially observed plate-like structures. Preferential 

sputtering of N and Si atoms exposes the resulting Ag NPs to the vacuum. At 

this point the sputtering of the Ag atoms causes a size decrease at distinct 

rates depending on the NP size and on the beam energy (see left figure). This 

is modeled considering the influence of a size dependent surface binding of 

the Ag atoms on the sputtering process. The calculations are performed 

considering electron induced sputtering process via elastic collision events and 

the analysis assume that local heating from the electron beam can be 

neglected. 

This work provides a direct demonstration that electron irradiation can 

be used to determine the atomic surface binding energy Es of nanoscopic 

objects at low temperatures. Our analysis suggest that Es is size dependent 

and can be scaled as 𝐸 (𝑟) = 𝐸 1 −
( )

, beying Es0 ≈ 3.2±0.2 eV the 

surface binding energy of a flat surface, d ≈ 0.289 nm the Ag atomic diameter, 

r the NP radius and Φ the irradiation fluence. The same scaling relations are 
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used to describe the behavior of the melting Tm(r) or sublimation Tsub(r) 

temperatures, as well as for the cohesion energy Ec(r), which can be 

associated to other physical properties (e.g diffusion activation energy, square 

of the Debye temperature and Young modulus). The present study is important 

because it discloses an experimental method to modify NPs sizes and shapes 

and also to explore size dependent properties of thermally unstable 

nanostructures.  

 

(Left) Bright-field TEM micrographs of Ag NPs size evolution as a function of the irradiation 
fluence for distinct irradiation energies. (Right) Experimental data and model calculations of 
NP radius versus irradiation fluence for distinct NPs irradiated at 160 and 200 keV. The 
dotted lines are the results for Es constant and the continuous lines correspond to size 
dependent Es(r) (see text). 

 

Paper reference: 
Electron irradiation effects on Ag nanoparticles, B. Konrad, Z.E. Fabrim, M.M. Timm, 
and P.F.P. Fichtner, Journal of Materials Science, 56 (2021) 8202 - 8208. 
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Unraveling energy loss processes of low energy heavy ions in 
2D materials 

 

Pedro Luis Grande 
 

Structuring of 2D materials and their heterostructures with ion beams is 

a challenging task, because typically low ion energies are needed to avoid 

damage to a substrate. In addition, at the very first monolayers of a material, 

ions are not yet in charge equilibrium, i.e. they may either charge up or 

neutralize depending on their velocity. The change in electronic structure of the 

ion during scattering affects the energy, which can be transferred to the recoil 

and therefore the energy available for defect formation. In order to make 

reliable use of ion beams for defect engineering of 2D materials, we present 

here a model for charge state and charge exchange dependent kinetic energy 

transfer. Our model can be applied to all ion species, ion charge states, and 

energies. It is especially powerful for predicting charge state dependent 

stopping of slow highly charged ions. 

The energy transfer to the target material, governing the defect 

formation, is determined by the sum of three terms: elastic energy transfer to 

the target nucleus (nuclear stopping), inelastic energy transfer to the target 

electrons (electronic stopping), and potential energy deposition into the target 

electronic system. The latter is a result of the neutralization of the ion, while the 

former two are traditionally treated as independent contributions to the 

stopping. 
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Here we describe the model for the electronic and nuclear energy losses 

of slow heavy ions on graphene using the concept of the time-dependent 

interatomic potential. The input of this model is the time-dependent number of 

electrons bound to the projectile N1(t) = Ncore + Ncap(t) + Nstab(t), which is 

separated into 3 parts. The first one is the number of unchanged or frozen 

electrons during the collision (Ncore), which populate the inner-shells of the ion. 

The second part is the number of captured electrons (Ncap) from the graphene 

into highly excited Rydberg states in the ion. Part of these electrons (Nstab) are 

stabilized via Auger decay or via extremely fast Interatomic Coulombic decay 

(ICD). 

 

Description of the charge-exchange and energy-loss model. a Number of electrons attached 
to a 40 keV Xe40+ for different distances from the graphene layer. For initial charge Qin = 40 
follows the constant number of core electrons Ncore = 14. Upon approach electrons are 
captured (Ncap(t)) in outer high-Rydberg states. At close distance to the graphene 
(position = 0) outer electrons are quenched into inner states by Interatomic Coulombic 
Decay (ICD). The stabilization time τstab, obtained from the Full-Width-At-Half-Maximum 
(FWHM) of the derivative of Nstab(t), amounts to 0.46 fs. The final projectile charge Qout is 
determined from Nstab and the nuclear charge Z as Qout = Z − Nstab − Ncore after the collision. 
b Schematic of the scattering potential as a function of the inter-atomic distance before and 
after charge exchange. The sudden change of the kinetic energies at the distance of closest 
approach Rmin is responsible for the inelastic energy loss ΔEinelastic. The time t = 0 refers to 
the time of impact on the atomic plane, i.e. when the ion position normal to the surface is 0. 

Paper reference: 
Unraveling energy loss processes of low energy heavy ions in 2D materials, R.A. 
Wihelm and P.L. Grande, Communication Physics, 2 (2019) 89_1 - 89_8. 
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Nonlinear stopping effects of slow ions in a no-free-electron 
system: Titanium nitride 

 

Pedro Luis Grande 
 

Recent studies on the interaction of ions with solids in the very-low-

energy range have produced new and relevant insights in various aspects of 

the interaction process, including nonlinear screening and band-structure 

effects. In a recent work using light and heavy ions on a TiN target, Sortica et 

al. observed a striking discrepancy in the values of the electronic stopping 

cross section when compared with the standard predictions of the density 

functional theory (DFT). The reported effect consists in a strong enhancement 

of the experimental values with respect to the DFT predictions. They suggested 

electron promotion in atomic collisions between dressed atoms as an 

explanation, but so far no calculation or estimation have been done. The 

purpose of this Rapid Communication is to advance a direct explanation of the 

effect. 

The present calculations provide a quantitative theoretical explanation 

of the enhancement of the experimental energy-loss values with increasing Z1 

and the attenuation of the oscillatory dependence on Z1. Our calculations show 

that this behavior is produced by the effects of intermediate densities in the 

electronic structure of TiN, corresponding mainly to rs values in the range 0.5–

1.5. This range (actually 0.7–1.0) corresponds to the second peak in the ELF 

function displayed in the top panel of the Figure. Finally, this explains the 

previously observed discrepancy with the more restricted DFT calculations that 
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assumed a constant rs value appropriate only for the valence electrons of TiN. 

A comparison with ab initio calculations such as time- dependent DFT (TDDFT) 

will be useful to demonstrate the strength of present theoretical formalisms. 

 
Calculated values of the effective charge using the TCS-LDA and TCS-Penn methods (red 
and green lines), together with the experimental results. The lower black curve shows the 
results of the standard DFT calculations for a constant rs value equal to 1.61. 

 

Paper reference: 
Nonlinear stopping effects of slow ions in a no-free-electron system: Titanium nitride, 
F. Matias, P.L. Grande, M. Vos, P. Koval, N.E. Koval, and N.R. Arisra, Physical Review A, 
100 (2019) 030701_1 - 030701_6. 
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Elemental analysis of Brazilian coffee with ion beam 
techniques: from ground coffee to the final beverage 

 

Rafaela Debastiani 
 

Brazilian coffee is well known worldwide due to its quality and richness 

in taste. The aim of the present study is to provide the elemental 

characterization of Brazilian coffee along different stages of the drip brewing 

process. To that end, samples from roasted ground coffee, spent coffee, paper 

filters and the final beverage were analyzed with one single ion beam 

technique, namely particle-induced X-ray emission (PIXE). In total, over 140 

samples from 8 different Brazilian brands of ground coffee were analyzed. To 

date, this is one of the most comprehensive datasets obtained for different type 

of samples related to coffee.  

Elements like Mg, Al, Si, P, S, Cl, K, Ca, Ti, Mn, Fe, Cu, Zn, and Rb 

were identified in all samples. In general, the results presented in this work 

agree with those published previously in the literature. Potassium is the 

element with highest concentration, followed by Mg, P, Ca and S. The 

elemental concentration for ground coffee differs from the soluble coffee, being 

lower for Mg, P, S and K, and higher for Ca, Mn, Fe, Cu, and Zn.  

A comparison of the elemental concentrations from 8 different Brazilian 

brands reveals substantial variations among brands for some elements. For 

instance, the concentration of Ca varied over 50% between two brands. 

However, the concentrations of Al, Si and Ti proved to be the same across all 

brands. Therefore, the concentrations of these elements seem to be invariant 
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despite several differences intrinsic to the production of coffee may influence 

the composition of the final product. Besides, the statistical analysis confirmed 

that one particular brand, namely No Bule, showed significant differences 

among packages produced in different time periods. These differences indicate 

that even coffee sold by the same brand can have quite different elemental 

concentrations. Thus, the characterization of a particular coffee brand or even 

the determination of its origin is not a straightforward task.  

Regarding the beverage preparation, our results suggest that the paper 

filter used during the drip brewing process does not have any influence on the 

final beverage. Basically, all elements but Si, Ca and Zn do not vary their 

concentration from the pristine filter to the filter-water samples. As explained 

before, Si, Ca and to a lesser extent Zn are present in the water used in the 

experiments. 

 
PIXE spectra of all coffee and filter samples. All spectra were normalized by the total charge 
accumulated during the experiments. 

Paper reference: 
Elemental analysis of Brazilian coffee with ion beam techniques: from ground coffee 
to the final beverage, R. Debastiani, C.E.I. Santos, M.M. Ramos, V.S. Souza, L. Amaral, 
M.L. Yoneama, and J.F. Dias, Food Research International, 119 (2019) 297 - 304. 
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Atomic composition, structure and electrical properties of  
In1-xGaxSb films deposited by magnetron sputtering 

 
Raquel Giulian 

 

This article reports the formation of polycrystalline In1-xGaxSb films (x=0, 

0.2, 0.4, 0.5, and 1) deposited by magnetron sputtering on SiO2/Si substrates 

and a comprehensive characterization of their atomic composition, structure, 

and electrical properties. The structural and electrical characteristics of the 

films can be easily tuned by varying the stoichiometry of the compounds. The 

atomic composition of the films was investigated with particle induced x-ray 

emission (PIXE) and Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS) 

techniques (the latter as a function of depth), while grazing incidence x-ray 

diffraction (GIXRD) analysis yielded valuable information about the structure of 

the films. In1-xGaxSb films were polycrystalline, with crystallite sizes in the range 

18-42 nm. Combining RBS and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) results, it 

was possible to infer the overall density and also the density of the crystalline 

portion of the films, which turned out to be significantly distinct. A non-negligible 

fraction of oxygen atoms has been detected in all films, most prominently in the 

ternary ones, contributing to the formation of high density amorphous In2O3 and 

Ga2O3 in films with 40% and 50% Ga, while amorphous antimony oxide phases 

are predominant in the binaries as well as the ternary compound with 20% Ga. 

The electrical characterization of the films was performed using four point and 

Hall effect methods and the results show a consistent increase in resistivity 

with Ga concentration. 
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Left: RBS spectra of In1-xGaxSb films with different relative atomic concentrations. Right: X-
ray diffraction patterns of In1-xGaxSb films. Diffractograms from films with different 
stoichiometries are vertically offset for clarity. 

 
Paper reference: 
Atomic composition, structure, and electrical properties of In1-xGaxSb films deposited 
by magnetron sputtering, R. Giulian, C.A. Bolzan, L.T. Rosseto, A.M.H. de Andrade, J.R. 
Schoffen, L.L. Araujo, and H.I. Boudinov, Thin Solid Films, 709 (2020) 138213. 
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Stoichiometry-dependent porosity by ion irradiation:  

In(1–x)Al(x)Sb films 
 

Raquel Giulian 
 

In(1-x)Al(x)Sb films with four Al relative concentrations (0, 20, 30, and 

40%) were deposited using magnetron sputtering onto a SiO2/Si substrate and 

subsequently irradiated with 14 MeV Au+6 ions with fluences in the range of  

1 × 1013 – 1 × 1014  cm-2. Grazing incidence X-ray diffraction analysis showed 

the formation of a polycrystalline compound structure with a zinc blende phase 

for all of the In(1-x)Al(x)Sb films. When irradiated, it is easier to amorphize ternary 

compound (In(1-x)Al(x)Sb) than its binary counterparts (InSb and AlSb), and there 

was no indication of the amorphous phase of AlSb or any other kind of 

irradiation-induced damage observed. In(1-x)Al(x)Sb films become porous after 

irradiation with sufficient fluence for all the Al concentrations studied (except 

AlSb) and for a given irradiation fluence, the higher the Al concentration in the 

film, the less porous it became after irradiation. In regard the chemical 

components on the surface of the films, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 

showed that there was no Al–Sb bonding on the surface and that there was a 

small increase in the relative amount of oxygen (except for Al 20%) in the 

irradiated samples when compared to non-irradiated ones. 
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Top: Cross-sectional view of In(1-x)Al(x)Sb films irradiated with 14 MeV Au+6 ions obtained by 
scanning electron microscopy. Bottom: RBS spectra of InSb (left) and In0.6Al0.4Sb (right) 
films, before and after irradiation with 14 MeV Au+6 ions to a total fluence of 1×1014 cm-2. 
The insets show a magnified view of the InSb peak, highlighting the change in slope after 
irradiation. 
 

Paper reference: 
Stoichiometry-dependent porosity by ion irradiation: In(1–x)Al(x)Sb films, C.A. Bolzan, 
D.J. Manzo, C. Notthoff, P. Kluth, and R. Giulian, Journal of Physics and Chemistry of Solids, 
148 (2021) 109769. 
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The influence of radiation damage on electrons and ion 

scattering measurements from PVC films 

 
Raquel Thomaz 

 

Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) is a material that decomposes rapidly when 

irradiated by charged particles. Here we use energy spectra of electrons 

reflected from the PVC films during electron radiation to monitor this process. 

This is accomplished by measuring the energy distribution of elastically 

scattered electrons which depends on the mass of the scattering atoms. 

Incoming electrons with energy between 5 and 40 keV are used. Information is 

obtained about both the relative amount of Cl, C and H present in the sample. 

Especially the Cl concentration decreases quickly during irradiation. At larger 

energy losses the signature of the band gap is visible in the energy loss 

spectrum. The number of excitations within the band gap increases rapidly 

when the composition of the film changes. The H intensity is somewhat less 

affected by the electron beam than the Cl intensity but accurate determination 

of the H content is complicated due to the changing background. Medium-

energy ion scattering measurements (using 200 keV protons) and Rutherford 

backscattering measurements (using 2 MeV He ions) showed a strong 

decrease in the measured Cl intensity with ion fluence used.  

The Cl concentration as a function of fluence for electrons, protons and 

He ions can be described in a uniform way by considering the density of 

electronic excitations produced under the different irradiation conditions. 
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Number of Cl atoms present as a function of radiation fluence for 40 keV electrons in 3 

different measurement geometries. Cl intensity as measured by MEIS (b) and RBS (c) 

together with the decay curve as determined by ERBS. 

 

Paper reference: 
The influence of radiation damage on electrons and ion scattering measurements 
from PVC films, P.E. Tee, M.Vos, H. Trombini, F.F. Selau, P.L. Grande, and R. Thomaz, 
Radiation Physics and Chemistry, 179 (2021) 109173. 
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Raman study of amorphization in nanocrystalline 3C-SiC 
irradiated with C+ and He+ ions 

 
Raul Carlos Fadanelli 

 

This study examines C+ and He+ ion irradiation-induced amorphization 

processes in 3C–SiC nanograins embedded in an amorphous SiC matrix. 

Raman spectroscopy and Rutherford backscattering spectrometry are used for 

damage characterization. SiC grains with an average size of either ~6 or 

~20 nm were observed to be fully amorphized to a lower dose at room 

temperature compared with their monocrystalline counterpart under the 

identical irradiation condition. In addition to damage accumulation-induced 

amorphization in the grains, preferential amorphization at the 

crystalline/amorphous interfaces could play a significant role. This interface-

driven amorphization proceeds at comparable rates for C+ and He+ ion 

irradiations. The results may have an important implication for nanocrystalline 

SiC to be applied in advanced nuclear reactors. 

Irradiation-induced amorphization of nanocrystalline 3C–SiC has been 

investigated using 60 keV C+ and 18 keV He+ ions at room temperature and is 

directly compared with their monocrystalline counterpart under the identical 

irradiation conditions. The as-grown 3C–SiC grains with the average sizes of 

~6 and ~20 nm are embedded in amorphous matrices, and their disordering 

behavior was characterized by Raman spectroscopy as a function of ion 

fluence. In contrast to the literature reports using Si ion or high-energy electron 

irradiation, full amorphization of the nanocrystalline SiC at room temperature 
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occurs at a lower dose in displacements per atom than its monocrystalline 

counterpart, which may be partly attributed to the preferential amorphization at 

the crystalline/amorphous interfaces. Possible structural instability of extremely 

small grains under ion irradiation could also contribute to the expedited 

amorphization. Further investigations of the response of nanocrystalline SiC to 

light-ion irradiation at elevated temperatures are in progress. 

 

RBS/C spectra of monocrystalline SiC irradiated at room temperature with 60 keV C+ ions 
to various fluences. 

 

Paper reference: 
Raman study of amorphization in nanocrystalline 3C-SiC irradiated with C+ and He+ 
ions, L. Zhang, W. Jiang, C. Pan, R.C. Fadanelli, W. Ai, L. Chen, and T. Wang, Journal of 
Raman Spectroscopy, 50 (2019) 1197-1204. 
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Use of microPIXE for elemental characterization and iron 
uptake evaluation in zebrafish larvae exposed to iron oxide 

nanoparticles 

 

Ricardo Meurer Papaléo 
 

Magnetic nanoparticles and in particular superparamagnetic iron oxides 

(SPIONs) have been increasingly used in biological contexts due to their 

unique physicochemical properties, which allow a wide range of in vivo 

therapeutic and diagnostic applications. In spite of the biodegradability in the 

body of iron oxide nanoparticles and the relatively low levels of toxicity usually 

reported, there are still concerns related to their safe use in humans. Thus in 

vivo toxicity studies are necessary and, in this work, we used zebrafish larvae 

as a model animal to assess nanotoxicity of SPIONs. One key element in such 

studies is the actual accumulation in the tissues of the active compound 

following exposure to a given amount in water. Here we report on the 

evaluation of iron content and biodistribution in zebrafish larvae to dextran-

coated SPIONs using micro-PIXE. We compare results of elemental 2D maps 

and Fe quantification obtained from two different sample preparation 

procedures. We compare results of elemental 2D maps and Fe quantification 

obtained from two different sample preparation procedures: one using sagittal 

slices prepared by cryo-sectioning and another using entire dehydrated larvae. 

Independently of the preparation method used, the Fe content in the tissues of 

exposed animals is significantly higher than in the controls, but the increase is 
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not proportional to the exposure level. In addition, 2D elemental maps show a 

more or less homogeneous Fe distribution in the larvae, with some samples 

showing a slight enhancement in Fe content near the gut. PIXE data allowed 

obtaining a curve correlating exposure (nanoparticle concentration in the fish 

water) to iron content in the body. 

 

Micro-PIXE elemental maps of phosphorus, calcium and iron obtained from dehydrated 
whole-body larvae: (A-C) control sample; (D-F) exposed to 2.0 mM of SPION-DX for 5 days; 
and (G-I). exposed to 8.0 mM of SPION-DX for five days. 

 
Paper reference: 
Use of micro-PIXE for elemental characterization and iron uptake evaluation in 
zebrafish larvae exposed to iron oxide nanoparticles, M.R. Caloni, E.M.N. Oliveira, D. 
Bauer, M.R. Vianna, J.F. Dias, and R.M. Papaléo, Nuclear Instruments and Methods in 
Physics Research B, 477 (2019) 116-121. 
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Ion Beam Synthesis of SiC on Si toward the radiation damage 
free limit 

 

Rogerio Luis Maltez 
 

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM), Rutherford Backscattering 

Spectrometry in random (RBS) and aligned (RBS/C) to Si 001-channel 

direction, and Elastic Recoil Detection Analysis (ERDA) techniques were 

employed to characterize SiC structures obtained by Ion Beam Synthesis. C+ 

ions at 40 keV were implanted at 600°C up to a fluence of 2.8 × 1017 cm-2 into 

a (001) Si substrate capped by a SiO2 layer. Afterwards, they were annealed 

at 1250°C for 2 hs under a flux of 99% Ar and 1% O2. Samples with SiO2-cap 

thicknesses of 110, 190 and 240 nm were compared. For the first two of them, 

72% and 11% of C+ ions, respectively, are directly implanted into the Si 

substrate. The 110 nm SiO2-cap is the standard synthesis applied in our 

previous works, in which epitaxial SiC is formed by direct C inclusion into the 

Si structure. Even for the 240 nm SiO2-cap, where no carbon directly reaches 

the Si substrate, HRTEM (Figure (a) and (b)), Selected Area Diffraction and 

Channeling revealed an almost continuous cubic and epitaxial SiC layer of 

about 5  ̶  7 nm on the Si surface, which is in accordance with the intense C 

redistribution observed by ERDA (Figure (c)). This SiC nanolayer presented 

the optimum crystalline quality, from the standpoint of HRTEM (Figure (a) and 

(b)) and Channeling results. This synthesis was exclusively based on C 

migration to the SiO2/Si interface, followed by interfacial SiC crystal nucleation 

and growing. The improved quality is due to the interface is not affected by any 
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implantation damage. However, the 190 nm SiO2-cap showed a strong 

regression in the quality: it revealed misaligned grains of SiC immerse in an 

amorphous narrow layer. For the 190 nm case the main mechanism is also 

migration in the SiO2, however the damage at the interface is not negligible. 

Our results demonstrate that the effect of radiation damage is much more 

critical on the interfacial mechanism than on the direct C inclusion one. 

 

(a) and (b): HRTEM cross-sectional from the 240 nm SiO2-cap sample annealed at 1250°C. 
(a) In between the yellow dashed-lines is observed a 5-7 nm SiC layer epitaxial to the Si 
substrate (surface is on the up side). (b) is a higher magnification from the square draw in 
(a) which reveals the lattice contrast of the (220), (200), and (111) cubic-SiC planes. Fresnel 
patterns in the Si side of (a) demonstrates SiC regions penetrating to about 8 nm into the Si 
substrate. (c) ERDA results for the C depth profile in the sample surface region of etched 
samples after C implantation through: 110, 190, and 240 nm SiO2-caps (open diamonds, 
red full circles and the open blue circles, respectively). Scale in the bottom axis is the depth 
into a pure SiC material while the up-scale would be the depth into a pure Si material. 

 

Paper reference: 
Ion Beam Synthesis of SiC on Si toward the radiation damage free limit, E. Ribas, H. 
Boudinov, and R.L. Maltez, Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research B, 445 
(2019) 34-40. 
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PL characterization of GaN nanolayer obtained by N ion 
implantation into Si3N4/GaAs 

 

Rogerio Luis Maltez 
 

Photoluminescence measurements (PL) and Transmission Electron 

Microscopy (TEM) were employed to characterize the GaN 

nanolayer (~ 70 nm) obtained by Ion Beam Synthesis (IBS). N+ ions at 50 keV 

were implanted up to a fluence of 3 × 1017 cm-2 into a GaAs (001) capped by 

125 nm Si3N4 layer. N+ implantation was performed with samples held at 450°C 

and subsequently annealed in a temperature range between 550 to 1000°C for 

5 min by Rapid Thermal Annealing (RTA) under N2 flow. Figure (a) displays a 

cross-sectional TEM micrograph of the as-implanted sample, where we can 

promptly observe the formation of a layered structure (1 and 2 in the 

amorphous Si3N4, 3 and 4 in the GaAs side). The N was majority implanted in 

regions 2 and 3. Notice, in Figure (a), that the GaN-crystal nanolayer was not 

formed during the N implantation at the 450°C but an amorphous alloy, with a 

composition of Ga1.0As0.7N3.0 (evaluated by RBS). Figure (b) shows that an 

annealing at 850°C for 5 min under N2 flow synthesizes a well-defined and 

continuous N-rich GaN-nanolayer of about 70 nm thickness, with a composition 

of Ga1.0N1.9 as evaluated by RBS. A much more complete TEM and RBS 

characterization can be found in Refs. [26, 27] of the Paper reference. Figure 

(c) shows PL emissions from the samples shown in Figures (a) and (b), where 

we performed spectra fittings based on four Gaussian profiles: the green 

Gaussians, labeled as YL (at 2.34 with FWHM of 0.48 eV), GL (at 2.63 eV with 
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FWHM of 0.34 eV) and BL (at 2.92 eV with FWHM of 0.31 eV), that might be 

due to VGa and VGa clusters in the N-rich GaN-nanolayer. The Gaussian in blue 

(at 3.4 eV with FWHM of 0.63 eV) is the band gap emission, which does not 

significantly change in shape and intensity after annealing. The 850°C 

annealing just increases YL, GL and BL intensities by factors of 1.34, 1.43, and 

1.61, respectively, when compared to the as-implanted sample. Therefore, the 

optical signature for the formation of an ion beam synthesized N-rich GaN-

nanolayer does not come from an increase in the band-gap emission but by an 

increase in the bands associated with defects. 

 

(a) and (b): cross-sectional TEM images (arrow heads indicate the surface) from the as-
implanted sample and annealed at 850°C, respectively. Annealing synthesized a well-
defined and continuous 70-nm N-rich GaN-nanolayer (Ga1.0N1.9). (c) PL emissions from the 
samples shown in (a) and (b).  Gaussians YL, GL and BL, in green, adjust the energy region 
associated to the defect bands (only as-implanted case displayed). The Gaussian in blue 
represents the band-gap emission. The continuous red lines following the spectra shape 
correspond to the resulting fittings. 

 

Paper reference: 
PL characterization of GaN nanolayer obtained by N ion implantation into Si3N4/GaAs, 
H. Coelho-Júnior, and R.L. Maltez, Optical Materials, 101 (2020) 109727_1-109727_6. 
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18O and 11B depth profiling by Nuclear Reaction Analysis 

 

Silma Alberton Corrêa 
 

Profiling of 18O by Nuclear Reaction Analysis (NRA) is frequently used 

for isotopic labeling, studies of atomic transport and kinetics during oxidation 

of different materials. The expertise for such studies and characterization is 

well stablished at Ion Implantation Laboratory (IIL) at Federal University of Rio 

Grande do Sul (UFRGS). However, despite of the impressive set of tools and 

the range of experimental possibilities for ion beam analysis at the Tandem 

Laboratory at Uppsala University, 18O profiling was not earlier available.  

In this work, a well-known structure, Si18O2/Si, that was previously 

characterized at the (IIL-UFRGS) was used in order to test a new chamber at 

the single stage 350 kV Danfysik implanter at the Tandem Laboratory. The 

Si18O2 films were thermally grown on Si substrates in a static pressure reactor 

at UFRGS using 100 mbar of 18O2 (97%) isotopically enriched at 1000°C and 

different oxidation times. Experimental excitation curves were obtained using 

the 18O(p,α)15N nuclear reaction around the resonance at 151 keV. By 

simulating the excitation curves using the FLATUS code, box-shape 18O 

profiles were obtained for all samples as shown in the left-side of the Figure.  

The experimental set-up was then used for another element of interest 

for materials science technology: boron. Besides being the most common p-

type dopant in the silicon technology, boron is also used in borides, a class of 

promising new materials for applications such as superconductivity and 
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corrosion-resistance materials. Depth profiling of the 11B isotope (80.1% of 

natural isotopic abundance) was performed using the 11B(p,α0)8Be nuclear 

reaction around the resonance at 163 keV. A Si (100) substrate was implanted 

with 11B at three different energies: 25, 80, and 160 keV, with a dose of  

1.5 × 1016 11B cm-2 for each energy. The 11B profile is deduced by converting 

the incident beam energy of the excitation curve to depth by using the stopping 

power obtained by the SRIM code and is shown in the Figure. It is possible to 

distinguish all three implantation peaks and it is also noteworthy that this profile 

is in good agreement with the simulation using TRIM code. 

 

Left: 18O simulated profiles for Si18O2/Si samples grown in 18O2 for 1h, 2h, and 3h. Right: 11B 
simulated profiles for a Si substrate implanted with 11B at 25, 80, and 160 keV (1.5 × 1016/cm2 
per implantation. 

 

Paper reference: 
A multipurpose set-up using keV ions for nuclear reaction analysis, high resolution 
backscattering spectrometry, low-energy PIXE and in-situ irradiation experiments, 
S.A. Corrêa, E. Pitthan, M.V. Moro, and D. Primetzhofer, Nuclear Instruments and Methods 
in Physics Research B, 478 (2020) 104-110. 
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no. 12, p. 125103, Dec. 2018. 

2) M. Vos and P. L. Grande, “Modelling the contribution of semi-core electrons 

to the dielectric function,” J. Phys. Chem. Solids, vol. 124, pp. 242–249, 

Jan. 2019. 

3) W. J. Min, G. Marmitt, P. L. Grande, and D. W. Moon, “Round-robin test of 

medium-energy ion scattering for quantitative depth profiling of ultrathin  

HfO2 /SiO2 /Si films,” Surf. Interface Anal., no. January, pp. 1–10, 2019. 

4) M. C. Sulzbach et al., “Characterization of oxygen self-diffusion in TiO2 

resistive-switching layers by nuclear reaction profiling,” Nucl. Instruments 

Methods Phys. Res. Sect. B Beam Interact. with Mater. Atoms, vol. 441, 

no. November 2018, pp. 8–11, Feb. 2019. 

5) G. V. Leite and H. I. Boudinov, “Contact Resistance Effects in Ni Drain-

Source P3HT/PVA OFETs,” J. Electron. Mater., vol. 48, no. 2, pp. 1268-

1275, Feb. 2019. 

6) L. P. Etcheverry, H. I. Boudinov, G. Vieira Soares, and C. Radtke, 

“Combining GeO2 passivation strategies aiming at dielectric layers with 

superior properties on germanium substrates,” J. Mater. Chem. C, vol. 7, 

no. 27, pp. 8465–8470, 2019. 

7) E. Ribas, H. Boudinov, and R. L. Maltez, “Ion beam synthesis of SiC on Si 

toward the radiation damage free limit,” Nucl. Instruments Methods Phys. 
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Res. Sect. B Beam Interact. with Mater. Atoms, vol. 445, pp. 34–40, Apr. 

2019. 

8) H. Coelho-Júnior and R. L. Maltez, “RBS/C and TEM characterization of 

GaN nanolayer obtained by IBS on (001) GaAs,” Nucl. Instruments 

Methods Phys. Res. Sect. B Beam Interact. with Mater. Atoms, vol. 445, 

pp. 1–7, Apr. 2019. 

9) T. Figueiredo et al., “Understanding the Strong Metal–Support Interaction 

(SMSI) Effect in CuxNi1–x/CeO2 (0 < x < 1) Nanoparticles for Enhanced 

Catalysis,” ACS Appl. Nano Mater., vol. 2, no. 4, pp. 2559–2573, Apr. 2019. 

10) E. Pitthan et al., “Chemical state of phosphorous at the SiC/SiO2 interface,” 

Thin Solid Films, vol. 675, pp. 172–176, Apr. 2019. 

11) R. Debastiani et al., “Elemental analysis of Brazilian coffee with ion beam 

techniques: From ground coffee to the final beverage,” Food Res. Int., vol. 

119, pp. 297–304, May 2019. 

12) E. Pitthan, E. R. F. Gerling, T. O. Feijó, C. Radtke, and G. V. Soares, 

“Annealing Response of Monolayer MoS2 Grown by Chemical Vapor 

Deposition,” ECS J. Solid State Sci. Technol., vol. 8, no. 4, pp. P267–P270, 

May 2019. 

13) R. S. R. Almeida, M. M. Taccini, L. F. de Moura, U. L. Ceribelli, J. O. Brito, 

and E. M. Gloria, “Potential of Pyroligneous Extract of Eucalyptus Wood as 

a Preservative of Cosmetic and Sanitizing Products,” Waste and Biomass 

Valorization, vol. 10, no. 5, pp. 1111–1118, May 2019. 

14) O. de Melo et al., “Modeling and growth of graded composition interdiffused 

multilayers in the CdTe-ZnTe system,” Mater. Sci. Semicond. Process., vol. 

97, pp. 17–20, Jul. 2019. 
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15) C. E. dos Santos et al., “The influence of the winemaking process on the 

elemental composition of the Marselan red wine,” J. Sci. Food Agric., vol. 

99, no. 10, pp. 4642–4650, Aug. 2019. 

16) J. Ruiz-Fuertes, J. Ibáñez, V. Monteseguro, I. Alencar, and C. Cazorla, 

“Reversible Tuning of Ca Nanoparticles Embedded in a Superionic CaF2 

Matrix,” J. Phys. Chem. C, vol. 123, no. 32, pp. 19945–19951, Aug. 2019. 

17) M. C. da S. Goersch et al., “Nutritional composition of Eragrostis teff and its 

association with the observed antimutagenic effects,” RSC Adv., vol. 9, no. 

7, pp. 3764–3776, 2019. 

18) L. Zhang et al., “Raman study of amorphization in nanocrystalline 3C–SiC 

irradiated with C+ and He+ ions,” J. Raman Spectrosc., vol. 50, no. 8, pp. 

1197–1204, Aug. 2019. 

19) J. Gonzalez et al., “Elemental Concentration and Sulfur Chemical 

Speciation in the Amazonian Plant Andira surinamensis Using Synchrotron 

Radiation Techniques (SR-XRF, XANES), RBS and WD-XRF,” J. Braz. 

Chem. Soc., 2019. 

20) M. Vos and P. L. Grande, “Extension schemes of the dielectric function, and 

their implications for ion stopping calculations,” J. Phys. Chem. Solids, 

2019. 

21) F. Matias, P. L. Grande, M. Vos, P. Koval, and N. E. Koval, “Nonlinear 

stopping effects of slow ions in a non-free-electron system: Titanium 

nitride,” Phys. Rev. A, vol. 100, no. 3, p. 30701, 2019. 

22) R. A. Wilhelm and P. L. Grande, “Unraveling energy loss processes of low 

energy heavy ions in 2D materials,” Communication. Phys., vol. 2, no. 1, p. 

89, 2019. 
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23) B. L. Kuhn et al., “TiO2 nanoparticles coated with deep eutectic solvents: 

characterization and effect on photodegradation of organic dyes,” New J. 

Chem., vol. 43, no. 3, pp. 1415–1423, 2019. 

24) C. D. Nascimento, E. G. Souza, C. Aguzzoli, and R. L. Cruz, “Effects of 

oxygen on the resistivity in Au thin films with Ti-Al adhesion layer,” J. Vac. 

Sci. Technol. B, vol. 37, no. 5, p. 052202, Sep. 2019. 

25) A. F. B. de Oliveira et al., “Investigation of pesticide exposure by 

genotoxicological, biochemical, genetic polymorphic and in silico analysis,” 

Ecotoxicol. Environ. Saf., vol. 179, no. 01n02, pp. 135–142, Sep. 2019. 

26) M. M. Rodrigues et al., “Investigation of plasma treatment on UHMWPE 

surfaces: Impact on physicochemical properties, sterilization and 

fibroblastic adhesion,” Mater. Sci. Eng. C, vol. 102, pp. 264–275, Sep. 

2019. 

27) M. F. C. Ordoñez et al., “Microstructure and micro-abrasive wear of sintered 

yttria-containing 316L stainless steel treated by plasma nitriding,” Surf. 

Coatings Technol., vol. 374, pp. 700–712, Sep. 2019. 

28) M. I. Qadir, F. Bernardi, J. D. Scholten, D. L. Baptista, and J. Dupont, 

“Synergistic CO2 hydrogenation over bimetallic Ru/Ni nanoparticles in ionic 

liquids,” Appl. Catal. B Environ., vol. 252, pp. 10–17, Sep. 2019. 

29) G. Marin et al., “Photoreforming driven by indium hydroxide/oxide nano-

objects,” Int. J. Hydrogen Energy, vol. 44, no. 47, pp. 25695–25705, Oct. 

2019. 

30) D. J. Manzo, C. A. Bolzan, A. M. H. de Andrade, J. R. Schoffen, and R. 

Giulian, “Structural and compositional analysis of GaSb nanofoams 

obtained by ion irradiation of sputtered films,” Thin Solid Films, vol. 687, p. 

137447, Oct. 2019. 
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31) G. Copetti, E. H. Nunes, G. V. Soares, and C. Radtke, “Mitigating graphene 

etching on SiO2 during fluorination by XeF2,” Mater. Lett., vol. 252, pp. 11–

14, Oct. 2019. 

32) G. K. Rolim, G. V. Soares, H. I. Boudinov, and C. Radtke, “Chemical Doping 

and Etching of Graphene: Tuning the Effects of NO Annealing,” J. Phys. 

Chem. C, vol. 123, no. 43, pp. 26577–26582, Oct. 2019. 

33) M. M. Timm, I. M. Oyarzabal, F. Tatsch, L. Amaral, and P. F. P. Fichtner, 

“Au and Ag ion irradiation effects on the carbide precipitation and Ar bubble 

formation in solubilized AISI 316L alloys”, Nucl. Instruments Methods Phys. 

Res. Sect. B Beam Interact. with Mater. Atoms, vol. 458, pp. 174–178, Nov. 

2019. 

34) H. Trombini et al., “Unraveling structural and compositional information in 

3D FinFET electronic devices,” Sci. Rep., vol. 9, no. 1, p. 11629, Dec. 2019. 

35) C. A. Bolzan, D. J. Manzo, A. M. H. de Andrade, J. R. Schoffen, and R. 

Giulian, “Characterization of polycrystalline In(y)Al(x)Sb(1-x-y) films deposited 

by magnetron sputtering,” Thin Solid Films, vol. 692, p. 137630, Dec. 2019. 

36) H. Trombini et al., “Profiling As plasma doped Si/SiO2 with molecular ions,” 

Thin Solid Films, vol. 692, p. 137536, Dec. 2019. 

37) H. Trombini et al., “The effect of ion implantation on reflection electron 

energy loss spectroscopy: The case of Au implanted Al films,” J. Electron 

Spectros. Relat. Phenomena, vol. 240, no. December 2019, 2020. 

38) A. A. Bernardes, G. L. Scheffler, C. Radtke, D. Pozebon, J. H. Z. dos 

Santos, and Z. N. da Rocha, “Supported metallocenes produced by a non-

hydrolytic sol-gel process: Application in ethylene polymerization,” Colloids 

Surfaces A Physicochem. Eng. Asp., vol. 584, p. 124020, Jan. 2020. 

39) A. Ferreira da Silva, M. A. Toloza Sandoval, A. Levine, E. Levinson, H. 

Boudinov, and B. E. Sernelius, “Heavily n-doped Ge: Low-temperature 
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magnetoresistance properties on the metallic side of the metal–nonmetal 

transition,” J. Appl. Phys., vol. 127, no. 4, p. 045705, Jan. 2020. 

40) E. Leal da Silva, A. Cuña, C. Reyes Plascencia, C. Radtke, N. Tancredi, 

and C. de Fraga Malfatti, “Clean synthesis of biocarbon-supported Ni@Pd 

core–shell particles via hydrothermal method for direct ethanol fuel cell 

anode application,” Clean Technol. Environ. Policy, vol. 22, no. 1, pp. 259–

268, Jan. 2020. 

41) D. A. Campeol, C. P. Fontoura, M. M. Rodrigues, and C. Aguzzoli, 

“Assessment of mechanical and corrosion properties of plasma oxidized 

medical grade NiTi wire,” Vacuum, vol. 171, p. 109013, Jan. 2020. 

42) E. Haussuehl et al., “Elastic properties of single crystal Bi12SiO20 as a 

function of pressure and temperature and acoustic attenuation effects in 

Bi12MO20 (M = Si, Ge and Ti),” Mater. Res. Express, Jan. 2020. 

43) R. Giulian, C. A. Bolzan, J. B. Salazar, and C. R. da Cunha, “Ion irradiation-

induced foams in antimonide binary alloys: A combination of small energy 

bandgap with giant surface-to-bulk ratio,” Energy Reports, vol. 6, pp. 70–

76, Feb. 2020. 

44) H. Coelho-Júnior and R. L. Maltez, “PL characterization of GaN nanolayer 

obtained by N ion implantation into Si3N4/GaAs,” Opt. Mater. (Amst)., vol. 

101, p. 109727, Mar. 2020. 

45) H. Trombini, M. Vos, R. G. Elliman, and P. L. Grande, “Depth profiling of 

ion-implanted samples by high-energy electron scattering,” J. Phys. D. 

Appl. Phys., vol. 53, no. 13, p. 135304, Mar. 2020. 

46) G. dos S. Pedroso-Fidelis et al., “Pulmonary oxidative stress in wild bats 

exposed to coal dust: A model to evaluate the impact of coal mining on 

health,” Ecotoxicol. Environ. Saf., vol. 191, p. 110211, Mar. 2020. 
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47) M. H. da S. Reis et al., “Multifunctional polymeric composites for non-

invasive visualization of deposits derived from experimental turbidity 

currents,” Mar. Pet. Geol., vol. 113, p. 104140, Mar. 2020. 

48) E. M. N. Oliveira et al., “Developmental toxicity of iron oxide nanoparticles 

with different coatings in zebrafish larvae,” J. Nanoparticle Res., vol. 22, no. 

4, p. 87, Apr. 2020. 

49) C. C. Bianco et al., “Thiol Ligand Adsorption on Gold Nanoparticle Surfaces: 

Mathematical Models to Predict Optimal Concentration of 

Heterobifunctional Polyethylene Glycol for Horseradish Peroxidase 

Immobilization,” Adv. Sci. Eng. Med., vol. 12, no. 4, pp. 473–483, Apr. 2020. 

50) M. I. Qadir et al., “Catalytic Semi‐Water–Gas Shift Reaction: A Simple 

Green Path to Formic Acid Fuel,” ChemSusChem, vol. 13, no. 7, pp. 1817–

1824, Apr. 2020. 

51) G. A. De La Fuente et al., “Chemical and mineralogical characterization of 

Aguada Portezuelo pottery from Catamarca, north‐western Argentina: 

PIXE, XRD and SEM‐EDS studies applied to surface pre‐ and post‐firing 

paints, slips and pastes,” Archaeometry, vol. 62, no. 2, pp. 247–266, Apr. 

2020. 

52) C. V. Moraes, V. Demétrio da Silva, M. V. Castegnaro, J. Morais, H. S. 

Schrekker, and S. C. Amico, “Lightweight Composites through Imidazolium 

Ionic Liquid Enhanced Aramid–Epoxy Resin Interactions,” ACS Appl. 

Polym. Mater., vol. 2, no. 5, pp. 1754–1763, May 2020. 

53) M. M. Rodrigues et al., “Ti, Zr and Ta coated UHMWPE aiming surface 

improvement for biomedical purposes,” Compos. Part B Eng., vol. 189, p. 

107909, May 2020. 

54) F. Z. Eltz, M. C. Vebber, C. Aguzzoli, G. Machado, J. da S. Crespo, and M. 

Giovanela, “Preparation, characterization and application of polymeric thin 
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films containing silver and copper nanoparticles with bactericidal activity,” 

J. Environ. Chem. Eng., vol. 8, no. 3, p. 103745, Jun. 2020. 

55) J. F. Torres-Ávila et al., “Systems chemo-biology analysis of DNA damage 

response and cell cycle effects induced by coal exposure,” Genet. Mol. 

Biol., vol. 43, no. 3, 2020. 

56) H. Trombini, M. Vos, S. Reboh, and P. L. Grande, “Elucidating the capability 

of electron backscattering for 3D nano-structure determination,” J. Phys. D. 

Appl. Phys., vol. 53, 2020. 

57) S. Creutzburg et al., “Vanishing influence of the band gap on the charge 

exchange of slow highly charged ions in freestanding single-layer MoS2,” 

Phys. Rev. B, vol. 102, no. 4, p. 045408, Jul. 2020. 

58) T. Kuhn, P. Chytry, G. M. S. Souza, D. V. Bauer, L. Amaral, and J. F. Dias, 

“Signature of the Himalayan salt,” Nucl. Instruments Methods Phys. Res. 

Sect. B Beam Interact. with Mater. Atoms, vol. 477, pp. 150–153, Aug. 

2020. 

59) M. R. Caloni, E. M. N. Oliveira, D. de V. Bauer, M. R. Vianna, J. F. Dias, 

and R. M. Papaléo, “Use of micro-PIXE for elemental characterization and 

iron uptake evaluation in zebrafish larvae exposed to iron oxide 

nanoparticles,” Nucl. Instruments Methods Phys. Res. Sect. B Beam 

Interact. with Mater. Atoms, vol. 477, pp. 116–121, Aug. 2020. 

60) R. Debastiani, C. E. Iochims dos Santos, M. Maciel Ramos, V. Sobrosa 

Souza, L. Amaral, and J. Ferraz Dias, “Elemental extraction factor from 

ground to drinking coffee as a function of the water temperature,” Nucl. 

Instruments Methods Phys. Res. Sect. B Beam Interact. with Mater. Atoms, 

vol. 477, pp. 154–158, Aug. 2020. 

61) D. A. Amarillo Caniza, A. M. Turatti, F. Fernandes, J. Ferraz Dias, and C. 

E. Iochims Dos Santos, “Geochemical markers of Ilex paraguariensis 
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determined by PIXE,” Nucl. Instruments Methods Phys. Res. Sect. B Beam 

Interact. with Mater. Atoms, vol. 477, pp. 163–168, Aug. 2020. 

62) T. M. Ferrari, D. V. Bauer, R. Debastiani, L. Amaral, and J. F. Dias, “Long-

term variations of the elemental concentration of table cream,” Nucl. 

Instruments Methods Phys. Res. Sect. B Beam Interact. with Mater. Atoms, 

vol. 477, pp. 159–162, Aug. 2020. 

63) F. F. Selau et al., “Stopping and straggling of 60–250-keV backscattered 

protons on nanometric Pt films,” Phys. Rev. A, vol. 102, no. 3, p. 032812, 

Sep. 2020. 

64) S. A. Corrêa, E. Pitthan, M. V. Moro, and D. Primetzhofer, “A multipurpose 

set-up using keV ions for nuclear reaction analysis, high-resolution 

backscattering spectrometry, low-energy PIXE and in-situ irradiation 

experiments,” Nucl. Instruments Methods Phys. Res. Sect. B Beam 

Interact. with Mater. Atoms, vol. 478, pp. 104–110, Sep. 2020. 

65) F. L. da Silva, L. M. Antonini, M. R. O. Vega, C. Aguzzoli, and C. de Fraga 

Malfatti, “A New Ternary Alloy Ti26Zr24Nb for Biomedical Application: 

Behavior in Corrosion, Wear, and Tribocorrosion,” J. Bio- Tribo-Corrosion, 

vol. 6, no. 3, p. 86, Sep. 2020. 

66) F. R. Scheffer, C. P. Silveira, J. Morais, J. Bettini, and M. B. Cardoso, 

“Tailoring Pseudo-Zwitterionic Bifunctionalized Silica Nanoparticles: From 

Colloidal Stability to Biological Interactions,” Langmuir, vol. 36, no. 36, pp. 

10756–10763, Sep. 2020. 

67) R. Giulian et al., “Atomic composition, structure, and electrical properties of 

In1-xGaxSb films deposited by magnetron sputtering,” Thin Solid Films, vol. 

709, p. 138213, Sep. 2020. 
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68) C. P. Fontoura et al., “Hollow cathode plasma nitriding of medical grade 

Ti6Al4V: A comprehensive study,” J. Biomater. Appl., vol. 35, no. 3, pp. 353–

370, Sep. 2020. 

69) R. A. Z. Razera et al., “Instability of p–i–n perovskite solar cells under 

reverse bias,” J. Mater. Chem. A, vol. 8, no. 1, pp. 242–250, 2020. 

70) A. L. Clauser et al., “Orientation and morphology of Pt nanoparticles in γ-

alumina processed via ion implantation and thermal annealing,” Scr. Mater., 

vol. 188, pp. 44–49, Nov. 2020. 

71) F. G. da Silva Porto, E. dos Santos Vasconcelos, Â. D. Campos, N. L. V. 

Carreño, and I. T. S. Garcia, “Chitosan in Eucalyptus grandis Pyroligneous 

Liquor for Agricultural Application: Physicochemical and Structural 

Characterization During Storage,” J. Polym. Environ., Nov. 2020. 

72) C. M. B. Mussatto, E. M. N. Oliveira, K. Subramani, R. M. Papaléo, and E. 

G. Mota, “Effect of silica nanoparticles on mechanical properties of self-

cured acrylic resin,” J. Nanoparticle Res., vol. 22, no. 11, p. 317, Nov. 2020. 

73) W. T. Figueiredo et al., “Determining the Surface Atomic Population of 

CuxNi1−x/CeO2 (0 < x ≤ 1) Nanoparticles during the Reverse Water−Gas 

Shift (RWGS) Reaction,” J. Phys. Chem. C, vol. 124, p. 16868, 2020. 

74) C. A. Bolzan, D. J. Manzo, C. Notthoff, P. Kluth, and R. Giulian, 

“Stoichiometry-dependent porosity by ion irradiation: In(1–x)Al(x)Sb films,” J. 

Phys. Chem. Solids, vol. 148, p. 109769, Jan. 2021. 

75) I. Alencar et al., “Nanoparticle emission by electronic sputtering of CaF2 

single crystals,” Appl. Surf. Sci., vol. 537, p. 147821, Jan. 2021. 

76) B. P. E. Tee, M. Vos, H. Trombini, F. F. Selau, P. L. Grande, and R. 

Thomaz, “The influence of radiation damage on electrons and ion scattering 

measurements from PVC films,” Radiat. Phys. Chem., vol. 179, p. 109173, 

Feb. 2021. 
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77) N. B. D. da Costa et al., “Controlling the structural and optical properties of 

tungsten oxide films synthesized under environmentally friendly 

conditions,” Mater. Sci. Semicond. Process., vol. 122, p. 105476, Feb. 

2021. 
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Oral Contributions and Invited Talks 
 

1) Johnny Ferraz Dias, Invited Talk, International Conference on Ion Beam 
Analysis “Food Fraud: How IBA techniques can contribute to Forensics”, 
2019, Antibes, France. 

2) Pedro Luis Grande, oral contribution, International Conference on Ion Beam 
Analysis “Non-linear stopping effects of slow ions in a no-free electron 
system”, 2019, Antibes, France. 

3) Pedro Luis Grande, Invited Talk, Encuentro Nacional de Dinámica Cuántica 
en la Materia, “A time dependent potential model for charge-state 
dependent stopping of slow highly charged ions in Graphene”, 2019, 
Buenos Aires, Argentina. 

4) Pedro Luis Grande, oral contribution, 23rd International Workshop on 
Inelastic Ion-Surface Collisions (IISC-23), “The Time Dependent Potential 
(TDPOT) Model for Charge-State Dependent Stopping of Slow Highly 
Charged Ions”, 2019, Matsue, Japan. 

5) R.M. Papaléo, Invited Talk, 23rd International Workshop on Inelastic Ion-
Surface Collisions (IISC-23), “Fast Ion Bombardment of Ultrathin Polymer”, 
2019, Matsue, Japan. 

6) Johnny Ferraz Dias, Invited Lecture, Joint ICTP-IAEA Advanced Workshop 
on Enhancing Accelerator-Based Analytical Techniques for Forensic 
Science. "Food Fraud". 2019, Trieste, Italy. 

7) Johnny Ferraz Dias, Invited Lecture, IAEA - Kasetsart University Workshop 
on Utilization of Accelerators in Food and Agriculture. "Analysis of foodstuff 
with energetic ion beam techniques". 2019, Bangkok, Thailand. 

8) Johnny Ferraz Dias, Oral Contribution, 16th International Conference on 
Particle Induced X-ray Emission. "Total X-ray production cross sections 
induced by heavy ion bombardment". 2019, Caldas da Rainha, Portugal.  
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9) Lucas Martins, Oral contribution, "Flexible Temperature-Pressure Organic 
Sensor", 34th Symposium on Microelectronics Technology and Devices, 
2019, São Paulo, Brazil. 

10) Henri Boudinov, Oral contribution, "Electrical Characterization of Al/PVA/Ni 
and Al/PVA/P3HT/Ni Capacitors for Organic Electronics Applications", 34th 
Symposium on Microelectronics Technology and Devices, 2019, São 
Paulo, Brazil. 

11) Jéferson Rosario, Oral contribution, "Packaging Development of an 
Implantable Intracranial Pressure Catheter", 34th Symposium on 
Microelectronics Technology and Devices, 2019, São Paulo, Brazil. 

12) Ricardo Razera, Oral contribution, "Stability of perovskite and two terminal 
Si/perovskite tandem solar cells under reverse bias", 11th International 
Conference on Hybrid and Organic Photovoltaics, 2019, Roma, Italy. 

13) Igor Alencar, Oral contribution, XVIII Brazilian Materials Research Society 
Meeting, "Irradiated ionic crystals at high pressures: Mollwo-Ivey relations 
revisited". 2019, Balneário Camboriu, Brazil. 

14) Garcia, I. T. S. Oral contribution. Tungsten oxide films obtained by 
anodization in environmentally friendly conditions: structural and optical 
properties. In: 10th Brazilian / German Workshop on Applied Surface 
Science, 2018, Bad Dürkheim, Germany. Book of Abstracts of the 10th 
Brazilian / German Workshop on Applied Surface Science. Karlsruhe: 
Karlsruhe Institute of Technolog, 2018. v. 1. p. 35-35. 
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Supervision of Thesis and Dissertations (completed) 
 

 

1) Charles Airton Bolzan, Masters Dissertation (2019), “Estudo das 
propriedades eletrônicas e estruturais de filmes de In(0.5-x)AlxSb0.5. PPGFis, 
UFRGS. Supervisora. Raquel Giulian. 

2) Eduardo Garcia Ribas, PhD (2019), “Síntese de SiC através de 
implantação iônica de carbono em SiO2/Si: influência da espessura da 
capa de SiO2 e de padrões de áreas finas produzidos por litografia”. 
PPGFis, UFRGS. Supervisor:  Rogério Luis Maltez 

3) Gabriel Volkweis Leite, PhD (2019), “Caracterização elétrica de materiais 
para dispositivos orgânicos”, PPGFis, UFRGS, Supervisor: Henri Ivanov 
Boudinov. 

4) Gabriela Copetti, PhD (2019), “Halogenação de Materiais 2D”. PPGFis, 
UFRGS, Supervisor:  Claudio Radtke. 

5) Henrique Trombini, PhD (2019), “Versatilidade da técnica MEIS na 
caracterização de nanomateriais e dispositivos avançados” (“The versatility 
of the MEIS technique in the characterization of nanomaterials and 
advanced devices”). Orientador: Prof. Dr. Pedro Luis Grande.  

6) Mariana de Mello Timm, PhD (2019), “Efeitos da Implantação e irradiação 
de íons em materiais nucleares e termoelétricos. PPGFis, UFRGS. 
Supervisor: Paulo Fernando Papaleo Fichtner 

7) Tatiele Martins Ferrari, Masters Dissertation (2019), “Caracterização 
elementar de creme de leite e de seu invólucro: estudos de difusão”, 
PGCimat, UFRGS. Supervisor Johnny Ferraz Dias. 
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8) João Pedro Kleinubing Abal, Masters Dissertation (2020), “Dessalinização 
da Água por Membrana Nanoporosa de MoS2: uma análise via Dinâmica 
Molecular” (“Water Desalination by MoS2 Nanoporous Membrane: a 
Molecular Dynamics Analysis”). Orientadora: Profª. Drª. Marcia Cristina 
Bernardes Barbosa Coorientador: Prof. Dr. Gabriel Vieira Soares 

9) Louise Patron Etcheverry, PhD (2020), “Materiais semicondutores 
alternativos ao silício: passivação do germânio e síntese de dissulfeto de 
molibdênio”. Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul, Coordenação de 
Aperfeiçoamento de Pessoal de Nível Superior. Orientador: Cláudio 
Radtke.  

10)  Lucas Prates Martins, Masters Dissertation (2020), "Flexible Temperature-
Pressure Organic Sensor", Graduate Program in Microelectronics at 
UFRGS, Funding CAPES, Supervisor: Henri Boudinov. 
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Patent 
 

 

1) Registry number: BR 10 2012 026044 1. Holder: UFRGS. 

Invention title: Processo de Síntese de Padrões de 18O com Barreira 
Passivadora em um Substrato. 

Inventors: E. Pitthan, S.A. Corrêa, C. Radtke, G.V. Soares, F.C. Stedile.  

Deposit date: 11/10/2012; Publication date (Brazil): 17/06/2014; 
Concession date: 19/05/2020  
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Organization of Conferences 
 

1) XXVII Congresso Brasileiro de Microscopia e Microanálise. 
Organizers: Daniel L. Baptista, Raquel Giulian, et al, 2019. 
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Members in International Committees and in Editorial 
Boards 

 

1) Daniel L. Baptista (2018 - March 2020) Representative of the International 
Union of Microbeam Analysis Societies (IUMAS) 

2) Fernanda Chiarello Stedile - Member of the international committee of the 
International Conference on Ion Beam Analysis (IBA). 

3) Johnny Ferraz Dias - Member of the International Committee of the 
International Conference on Particle-Induced X-ray Emission (PIXE). 

4) Johnny Ferraz Dias - Member of the International Committee of the 
International Symposium on BioPIXE (BioPIXE).  

5) Paulo F. P. Fichtner - Member of the International Committee of the 
Conference on Ion Beam Modification of Materials (IBMM). 

6) Paulo F. P. Fichtner - Member of the Physics Committee from the Brazilian 
National Research Council (CNPq). 

7) Pedro L. Grande - Member of the international committee of the 
International Conference on Ion Beam Analysis (IBA). 

8) Pedro L. Grande - Member of the international committee of the 
International Conference of Atomic Collision in Solids (ICACS). 

9) Pedro L. Grande - Member of the international committee of the 
International Workshop on High-Resolution Depth Profiling (HRDP) 

10) Pedro L. Grande - Member of the International Committee of Colisiones 
Inelasticas na Materia.  

11) R. M. Papaléo, Member of the International Committee of the conference 
Radiation Effects on Insulators. 

12) R. M. Papaléo, Member of the International Committee of the International 
Symposium on Swift Heavy Ions In Matter. 
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Funding programs and agencies 
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